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Abstract

We report on the creation of a Modern Greek
broadcast-news corpus as a pre-requisite to
build a large-vocabulary continuous-speech
recognition system. We discuss lexical mod-
elling with respect to pronuciation generation
and examine the effects of the lexicon size
on word accuracies. Peculiarities of Mod-
ern Greek as a highly inflectional language
and their challenges for speech recognition
are discussed.

1 Introduction

Modern GreekKoineor Standard Modern Greek,
the official language of Greece and Cyprus, is
the latest variety of Europe’s oldest literary lan-
guage following Mycenian, Ancient, Hellenistic,
and Byzantine Greek. Research objectives within
the REVEAL THIS1 project comprise also the de-
velopment of a Modern Greek (MG) automatic
speech recognition (ASR) system. In constrast to
recent efforts on MG ASR focussing on dictation
(Digalakis et al., 2003), our interests are in the
broadcast news domain.

After providing a short linguistic overview of
MG we specify the prerequisites for ASR, which
would be: audio recordings with corresponding
transcriptions to train acoustic models, text cor-
pora for language modelling, and recognition lex-
icon inclusive pronunciation generation. Finally
we disclose word error rates of experiments em-
ploying various recognition dictionaries and dis-
cuss major problems of lexical and language mod-
elling for a highly inflectional language.

1Retrieval of Video And Language forThe Home user
in an InformationSociety – funded by the IST Frame Pro-
gramm 6/2003/IST/2.Scientific and technological objectives:
1) Augmentation of the content of multimedia documents
with entity, topic, speaker, and fact information; 2) Develop-
ment of cross-media and cross-language representations; 3)
High-level functionalities, like search, retrieval, categoriza-
tion, and summarization, from 1) and 2).

2 Notes on Modern Greek structure

In the following we briefly present a linguistic in-
troduction into MG - see (Katsikas, 1997), (Mack-
ridge, 1985) and references therein - and comment
on its implications to ASR.

2.1 Phonological system

The phonological system of MG consists of five
vowel phonemes: /a/, /E/, /i/, /o/, /u/ and 20 con-
sonant phonemes: the plosives /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/,
/g/, the fricatives /f/, /v/, /T/, /D/, /s/, /z/, /x/, /G/,
the affricates /

>ts/, /
>dz/, the nasals /m/, /n/, the lat-

eral /l/ and the apical trill /r/. The most important
allophone-generating phonological processes are:

• palatalisation of /k/, /g/, /x/, /G/ to [], [é], [ç], [J] before
/i/ or /E/

• /k/, /g/, /x/, /G/, /n/, /l/ merge with following glide [j]
(non-syllabic allophone of /i/) to palatals: [], [é], [ç],
[J], [ñ], [L], e.g.enni� /Eni"a/ → ∗[E"nja] → [E"ña]

• sonorisation of /p/, /t/, /k/, /
>ts/ to [b], [d], [g], [

>dz] after
/n/, often with denasalisation in informal speech,e.g.ton patèra /ton pa"tEra/ → [tomba"tEra] or [toba"tEra]

• regressive assimilation of place of articulation of /n/ to
the following consonant

◦ /n/ → [m] before /p/, /b/, see former example
◦ /n/ → [N] before /k/, /g/, /x/, /G/, e.g.ton K¸sta

/ton "kosta/ → [toN"gosta] or [to"gosta]
• sonorisation of /s/ to [z] before voiced consonants,e.g.th lèw /tis "lEo/ → [tiz"lEo]

Within syntactic phrases (e.g. article - noun -
possesive pronoun) certain phonological processes
usually extend even across word boundaries (see
examples above), but only if there is no pause be-
tween the words.

This can cause homophony of phrases,e.g.
[tim"bira] or [ti"bira] could mean boththn mp�ra
“the beer {acc.}” or thn p ra “I picked her
up/I called heretc.”, and represents an almost in-
evitable source of word errors for ASR (cf. Sec-
tion 4).
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2.2 Prosody

The functional load of prosodic features in MG
is extremely high, since word stress and intona-
tion are highly distinctive. There are hundreds of
prime-stress minimal pairs (e.g. pìte “when” vs.potè “never”), stress fulfills various morpholog-
ical functions and moreover, intonation patterns
provide in most cases the only distinction between
declarative clauses and yes-no questions (e.g. [o"Janis "in(E) E"Do�] “John is here”vs. [o "Janis "in(E)E"Do�] “Is John here?”).

This is the reason why we introduced word
stress as a part of suprasegmental structure into our
phone sets, see Section 3.

2.3 Morphology

MG is a prototypical inflectional language,i.e. a
potentially huge number of different word forms
may be derived from one basic stem (lemma). In
particular verb inflection is very rich: by combin-
ing two stems, three sets of endings, a few modal
particles, an auxiliary verb and the participle, ev-
ery active verb can produce about 200 forms, if we
take all syntactically defined categories (three as-
pects, six moods, eight tenses,etc.) into account,
despite of (partial) homonymies. This number is
twice as big for verbs that exhibit a medio-passive
voice, which is formed synthetically. Different
verb forms can differ from each other in the end-
ing, in accentuation as well as in the stem (there
are also irregular verbs with suppletive roots,e.g.blèpw ["vlEpo] “I see” vs. e�da ["iDa] “I saw”),
and finally, active verbs consisting of two sylla-
bles have in past tense a sort of prefix (augment)
carrying the stress on the antepenultimate sylla-
ble. Nouns show, depending on their inflectional
class, between 4 and 7 different forms, adjectives
about 40 (including comparative and elative). Due
to ambiguities of various morphological rules and
the bistructurality of MG (parallel use of old and
new forms), inflectional forms are often hardly
predictable.

MG word formation processes are very com-
plex though not very productive. Various muta-
tions of morphemes and bistructurality prevent the
predictability of derivatives and compounds. For
example, the stems within the verb formsklèbw
“I steel”, èkleya “I stole” do not evidently imply
those in derivatives likeklèfth “thief”, klop 
“theft” or in a compound likekleptoman  “clep-
tomaniac”.

Since syntactic relations between constituents
of a sentence are mostly expressed by inflection,
MG constituent order is fairly free Word order
has rather a pragmatic than syntactic function (e.g.
topicalisation).

It is obvious from the above that inflection as
well as syntactical freedom present outstanding
demands on lexical and language modelling.

3 Phonetic transcription and lexicon

MG grapho-phonemic correspondences are
mostly unambiguous from grapheme to phoneme,
i.e. the pronunciation of written text is predictable
to a high degree. However, as a result of historical
spelling some phonemes comply with more than
one grapheme (e.g. /i/ may be represented by
six different graphemes:〈i〉, 〈h〉, 〈u〉, 〈ei〉, 〈oi〉,
〈ui〉), hence the text-to-speech task or pronucia-
tion generation, respectively is less problematic
than ASR.

Recognition dictionaries map lexical words
to their corresponding phonetical transcrip-
tions. This was accomplished by an automatic
grapheme-to-phoneme (g2p) conversion applying
about 70 rules in consideration of:

• structure words liketon, thn (male and female defi-
nite article in accusative) and very frequent monosyl-
labic words were transcribed manually because of their
manifold phonetical realisations

• the 〈gg〉-digraph resulting from ‘learned’ formations
of the prefixes{en-, sun-} and stems with initial /G/,
e.g. èggrafo “document”, is phonetically transcribed
as [NG] (in contrast to [Ng] as usual)

• company or product names and acronyms written in
latin characters (e.g. BBC, Unesco, Löwenbräu) also
had to be transcribed manually

g2p makes use of the following phone inventory:
26 consonants (except for affricates like /

>ts/, /
>dz/,

which were separated as /t/+/s/, /d/+/z/, respec-
tively), 5 vowels, the non-syllabic /i/ plus one
additional phone for every stressed vowel and
4 artificial phones (SILence, BReaTh, LIPsmack,

GaRBage).
Aside from the phonological processes de-

scribed above (cf. Section 2.1) the following phe-
nomena were found to be relevant for phonetic
transcription:

• pronunciations of the consonantal digraphs〈mp〉, 〈nt〉,
〈gk/gg〉 within words vary between [b], [d], [g] and
[mb], [nd], [Ng] (not at word beginnings) due to re-
gional, stylistic, and individual differences
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• digraphs〈au〉, 〈eu〉, 〈hu〉 are pronounced as [af], [ef],
[if] before voiceless consonants and as [av], [ev], [iv]
before voiced consonants or vowels

• within pronunciations of the digraphs〈aÔ〉, 〈eÔ〉, 〈hÔ〉,
the vowel has to be stressed, although for reasons of or-
thography the written accent is put on the consonantal
component

Obeying the specified phonological rules lead to
1.9 pronunciations per lexeme on average.

4 Experimental setup

4.1 Corpora

Experiments were carried out using audio record-
ings (mono, 16kHz sampling rate, 16 bit reso-
lution) of various news shows broadcasted via
the Greek satellite-TV channelERT . Transcrip-
tion into text as well as XML-annotation (timing,
speaker turns and names, topics, non-speech utter-
ances,etc.) of the collected audio data was done
at ILSP2. The recorded data comprise

• ∼ 27000 pure speech segments (utterances)

• ∼ 1200 individual speakers of which∼ 300 could be
identified by name

• ∼ 1500 segments (stories) annotated according to a
topic hierarchy derived from Reuters

and were randomly divided into a training set of
36h05min and a disjoint test set of 1h35min.

Two corpora made up of newspaper texts of ap-
proximately 25 million words altogether were pro-
vided by ILSP and had to undergo several pre-
processing steps in order to obtain clean and con-
venient text for language modelling. This gave an
exhaustive word list of about 350k different lex-
ical terms of which 200k occur more than once,
seee.g. (Oikonomidis and Digalakis, 2003) for a
comparison with other European languages.

4.2 Recognizer

Acoustic models are context-dependent triphone
(1984 codebooks) and quinphone models (76432
codebooks) derived from mel-frequency cepstra
(cepstral coefficients up to14th order as well as
their first and second derivatives) extracted from
the audio. Several normalisation and adaptation
techniques like cepstral mean subtraction are ap-
plied on a per-utterance base. The phone mod-
els are continuous-density Hidden Markov Mod-
els with state-tied Gaussian mixtures employed in
two subsequent decoder passes.

2Institute for Language and Speech Processing
〈http://www.ilsp.gr〉
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Figure 1:Lexical coveragescu obtained by using
all words from the audio transcripts supplemented
by those words with occurences of more than a
minimum-threshold in the text corpus.

We adopted back-off trigram language models
with modified Witten-Bell smoothing. Language
models were trained on the audio transcripts as
well as the newspaper corpora, in which the au-
dio data were given a higher weight (because au-
dio vocabulary andn-gram inventory is supposed
to be more similar to the ASR’s actual operational
area).

The decoder is part of the next-generation SAIL
Labs Media Mining System. It is designed to run
in real-time on state-of-the-art PC hardware (de-
tails will be published elsewhere).

4.3 Experiments

The recognition lexicon was assembled by taking
all words from the audio transcripts as a basis, and
extending it by those words of the text corpora
with frequencies higher than a given threshold.
Figure 1 depicts lexical coverages on the test set as
a function of the number of lexical terms. In addi-
tion one can read off that coverages due to a cut-
off of no more than 3 yields a dictionary of about
160k lexems,i.e. only the inclusion of words with
rather small unigram probability, lead to cover-
ages generally reported for recognition dictionar-
ies of comparable utility,cf. (Oikonomidis and Di-
galakis, 2003).

We tested several ASR systems with respect to
lexicon size and got almost constant word error
rates of about38% for recognition lexicons with
90k-160k entries, corresponding to lexical cover-
ages of greater than90%, see Figure 2. Additional
words of low frequency don’t reduce word error
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Figure 2:Word error rates versus lexical coverage
of the recognition dictionary on the test set.

rates further as support by the language model col-
lapses due to missing trigrams. This is also re-
flected in trigram perplexity figures ranging within
320-330.

Apart of problems due to out-of-vocabulary
words, the most frequent types of errors are inser-
tions and deletions of common, poorly articulated,
short words like negative and modal particles, ar-
ticles, prepositions, and conjunctions. Another
source of error is provoked by homophonies of
word transitions within different word sequences,
which cause wrong word boundary settings,e.g.
note the displacement of initial [s] in the REFer-
ence(Σ, σ) to final [s] in the HYPothesis ():

REF: . . .sth Lewfìro Sp�twn sth . . .

HYP: . . .sth Lewfìro p�ntw th . . .

A well endowed language model seems to be the
only way out in this case.

5 Conclusions and Perspectives

Governed by the Modern Greek (MG) phonoloci-
cal and prosodical system we presented a
grapheme-to-phoneme conversion for pronuncia-
tion generation necessary for ASR dictionaries.
Several experiments were carried out employing
language models and lexica of different extent.
The resulting word error rate of around 38% may
seem rather high, but is indeed within the ball-
park for systems of comparable resources of train-
ing data. On the other hand, high perplexity val-
ues (compared to other European languages) is an-
other indication of a rather difficult test set.

Concurrent ASR systems for inflectional lan-
guages,e.g. for Czech (Byrne et al., 2001),

try to solve the problem of enormous vocabulary
growth by performing automatic stemming and so-
phisticated morpheme-based language modelling.
These techniques require grammatically tagged
corpora and a morphological lexicon. However,
as argued in Section 2, morphological decom-
position is extremely non-systematic for Modern
Greek and thus difficult to implement by means of
rule-based stemming.

In (Oikonomidis and Digalakis, 2003) a max-
imum entropy language model incorporatingn-
gram (with Kneser-Ney smoothing) as well as
stem constraints (word classification according to
about 30k stems!) has been examined and a
small but statistically significant improvement was
achieved. Similar results were obtained from a
factored language-modeling approach (Vergyri et
al., 2004) with data-driven parameter optimization
by genetic algorithms. Again small reductions of
perplexity and word error rates are reported.

In view of the minor gain in performance us-
ing morphologically motivated language models,
we expect considerable improvements by reduc-
ing then-gram sparseness problem via incorporat-
ing much more language model data (keeping full
form word lexica at the moment).
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